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What’s the 

argument?



The argument

❖ The Anglophone VET orthodoxy works in neither theory nor 

practice yet is the most-followed approach globally

❖Moreover, in the international development space, it then is 

paired with outdated theory and failed policy messages

❖ These were inadequate even before we realised the 

seriousness and urgency of the climate crisis

❖One step forward is to take existing and emerging approaches 

to greening VET and ask how far they contribute to 

transformation rather than mitigation; to sustainable VET rather 

than VET for sustainable development



What’s wrong 

with VET for 

development?



The inadequacies of VET theory and policy

❖ The VET theoretical orthodoxy is grounded in an Anglophone 

account of neoclassical economics, including rational choice 

and human capital theory

❖ Amongst the many weaknesses of this are inadequate accounts 

of the workings of education, society, economy and human life 

❖ The approach assumes simple, unproblematic, linear transitions 

through life and into work 

❖ The practical failings of the theory have led to:

❖ a policy marriage with new public management

❖ deficit accounts of learners and providers

❖ a new rhetoric of skills for employability and entrepreneurship



VET’s complicity

❖ Carbon capitalism 

❖ Colonial extractivism

❖ Colonial and post-colonial deficit models / political fears 

regarding youth



VET for an old development paradigm

❖ Current VET for development combines problems of Northern 

VET orthodoxy in a toxic cocktail with top-down development

❖ Preferred VET policy approaches are even less relevant to 

Southern states, education systems and labour markets

❖ Some engagement with sustainable development but

❖ Often hiding behind the problematic language of SDG 8 regarding 

growth 

❖ Does it meet the challenge of skilling for just transitions?



What world of work is VET for anyway?

❖ No longer “the century of the labouring man” – need to address 

informal and subsistence activities, and sustainable livelihoods 

perspective

❖ Feminist economics – gender, care and provisioning

❖Working within planetary boundaries

❖Multishifts and portfolios – gig economy and zero-hour contracts

❖Many don’t have linear career pathways

❖Much work is unjust, indecent and precarious

❖ Future of work debate

❖Goal of supporting just, decent, sustainable work and livelihoods



Where do we go 

from here?



Towards sustainable VET: greening institutions

❖ Four main elements:
❖ Institutional greening responses that largely try to encourage students 

and staff to recycle, reduce litter and waste, etc.

❖ Introduction of new short courses around an ‘employable skill’ (e.g., 

installation, repair & maintenance of solar water or lighting systems) 

but leaving standard curriculum untouched

❖ Integration of generic ‘green’ skills into traditional occupational 

programmes such as hotel and tourism but leaving the majority of the 

programme unchanged

❖ The emergence of new whole courses, with support packages, in 

single college curricula areas rather than all 



Towards sustainable VET: from bolt-on to build-in

❖ cf. Steven Sterling’s schema for analysing ESD
❖ The changes above can largely be classed as “bolt-ons”. That is to 

say, the system itself remains largely unchanged. Though such 

innovations may be welcome, they are not transformative

❖ The next stage is the “build-in” of sustainability ideas into the existing 

system, through which the system itself experiences significant 

change. This is a critically reflective, adaptive response, where the 

assumptions underlying the system are called into question

❖ “Bolt-ons” can lead to “Build-ins” but this requires a collective learning 

process and an openness to radical change



Towards sustainable VET: from VESD to sustainable vocational 
education

❖ Beyond this lies a further stage of transformation. By this, 

Sterling means a deep, conscious reordering of assumptions 

which leads to paradigm change. 

❖ In it (vocational) education is not just for sustainability but is 

sustainable in terms of being:
❖ Sustaining: it helps sustain people, communities and ecosystems

❖ Tenable: it is ethically defensible, working with integrity, justice, 

respect and inclusiveness

❖ Healthy: it is itself a viable system, embodying and nurturing healthy 

relationships and emergence at different system levels

❖ Durable: it works well enough in practice to be able to keep doing it
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